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Steady growth of naval
capabilities in Asia Pacific

T

he aerospace and defence industry is becoming more global because
of heightened competition, growing travel demands, and increased
security requirements in emerging markets.

In 2011, global defence spending, inclusive of armed forces personnel, is
estimated to have been USD 1.7 trillion, with the US maintaining the highest
spending level. China, Russia, India, Brazil, South Korea, and others are
increasing their defence spending rapidly due to either their wealth creating
affordability and/or national security interests, says a research report. As the
world’s largest arms importer, India in 2013 is expected to realise several
major programmes, including submarines, missiles as well as fighter jets.
In the period 2008–12, Asia and Oceania accounted for almost half (47
per cent) of global imports of major conventional weapons. The top five
importers of major conventional weapons worldwide — India (12 per cent of
global imports), China (6 per cent), Pakistan (5 per cent), South Korea (5 per
cent), and Singapore (4 per cent) — were all in Asia.
Several countries in Asia and Oceania have in recent years ordered or
announced plans to acquire long-range strike and support systems that
would make them capable of projecting power far beyond their national
borders.
According to Deloitte Aerospace & Defence outlook 2013, while the global
defence industry is expected to shrink, the growth in Indian defence sector is
on the surge.
Despite declining naval budget forecasts in other parts of the world, Asia
Pacific countries continue to show a pattern of steady growth across a wide
variety of naval capabilities. According to AMI International, the Asia Pacific
region has surpassed Europe as the world’s second largest naval market. This
includes more than 800 new ships and submarines worth over USD 180 billion
in the next two decades.
The growth in naval spending in the Asia Pacific region is led by China and
India, both expected to procure more than 100 new ships and submarines
over the next two decades. Amidst the growing maritime competition in the
South China Sea, the coastal states in Southeast Asia (SEA) also seem to be
gearing themselves up. The top six markets in SEA -- Singapore, Malaysia,
Vietnam, The Philippines, Thailand and Indonesia -- are set to spend more
than USD 25 billion on new naval ships through 2031.

Tel : + 91 80 25284145 / 65952377
Mobile : + 91 94490 61925
Email : info@aeromag.in

IMDEX Asia Naval exhibition at Sinagpore is one of the biggest Naval Military
events in Asia for showcasing naval products, equipment and systems.

Website : www.aeromag.in

Sailors and Warriors would like to wish all the exhibitors and business
visitors productive and fruitful meetings for enhancing their business.

Printed and Published by Sunny Jerome, Managing Editor, Aeromag Asia, Aerosun Media Pvt. Ltd. B-2, SAPPHIRE, 1 st Block, 3 rd Street, 2nd Cross,
Prakruthi Town Ship, Babusapalya, Kalyan Nagar Post, Bangalore -560043. Printed at Rashtrotthana Mudranalaya, 19/1, K.G.Nagar, Bangalore-19.
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Schiebel’s CAMCOPTER® S-100 UAS

a proven capability for military
and civilian applications

B

uilding on its unrivalled position
as a proven VTOL (Vertical Takeoff and Landing) maritime UAS the
CAMCOPTER® S-100 is in service in many
different countries worldwide, among
other in the United Arab Emirates and
France and has successfully demonstrated
its capabilities to different authorities (e.g.
German Navy, Spanish Military, Spanish
Guardia Civil, Pakistani Navy, Italian
Navy, Malaysian Navy, French Navy and
numerous other clients).
Tested on three oceans of the world, on
14 different classes of vessels, each trial
is a unique and challenging experience.
Hundreds of takeoffs and landings,
relative wind speeds up to 40 knots,
sea states up to 4, hovering close above
the helicopter deck and automatically
following the ship’s movements, with
a subsequent smooth touch down and
proven automatic decking capabilities
are just a few of the outstanding
characteristics of the CAMCOPTER® S-100.

The Vertical Takeoff and Landing
(VTOL) UAS needs no prepared area
or supporting launch or recovery
equipment. It operates in day and night,
under adverse weather conditions, with
a beyond line-of-sight capability out to
200 km, both on land and at sea. The
S-100 navigates via pre-programmed
GPS waypoints or is operated with a
pilot control unit. Missions are planned
and controlled via a simple pointand-click graphical user interface.
High definition payload imagery is
transmitted to the control station in real
time. Using «fly-by-wire» technology
controlled by a triple-redundant flight
computer, the UAV can complete its
mission automatically. Its carbon fiber
and titanium fuselage provides capacity
for a wide range of payload/endurance
combinations up to a service ceiling of
18,000 ft. In its standard configuration,
the CAMCOPTER® S-100 carries a 75
lbs/34 kg payload up to 10 hours and is

powered with AVGas or heavy fuel.
The unmanned helicopter has been
designed as an efficient tool for
extended situational awareness, either
on its own or as part of a modern
ISR network. The S-100´s modular
design means that the integration of
different payloads is straightforward
and the CS (Control Station) can easily
be integrated into other systems, in
various configurations. Communication
between the UAV and the CS is set up
via highly secure (encrypted) direct
links that carry sensor, command and
control data. The CS system is networkenabled and with its WindowsTM –
based architecture and Ethernet single
cabling, it can be easily integrated,
seamlessly passing information around
the user community.
You are welcome to meet us at
booth # H17 at IMDEX Asia, Singapure
from 14th to 16th May 2013
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Government and military leaders to
discuss new naval security challenges

Stabilized Day and Night EO/IR Gimbals

T

he International Maritime Security Conference (IMSC),
a biennial invitation-only gathering of Chiefs of Navy,
Directors-General of Coast Guard, government officials
and key industry players from around the world, will return as a
key highlight of the International Maritime Defence Exhibition
and Conference (IMDEX Asia) 2013. The conference is organised
by Experia Events and co-hosted by the Republic of Singapore
Navy (RSN) and the S. Rajaratnam School of International
Studies (RSIS).
Themed “Safe and Secure Seas – Strengthening Cooperation
in Maritime Security”, IMSC 2013 will be held on 15 May at
Changi Exhibition Centre (CEC), Singapore. Over 350 delegates
are expected to discuss evolving transnational threats to
maritime security and safety, examine prevailing operating
paradigms, further collaboration towards a regional security
framework and cooperative action across borders. Session topics
include “Strategic Stability and Maritime Security Outlook” and
“Confronting the Change in Maritime Environment and New
Challenges”.
IMSC features high-level speakers including Ministers, Chiefs of
Navy and Senior Military Officers from across the globe.
“IMSC has grown to become a key fixture of IMDEX Asia,
and the rapidly evolving security needs of navies and Coast
Guards around the world make this an extremely timely
occasion to bring to the forefront issues of enhancing
cooperation across borders,” said Jimmy Lau, Managing
Director, Experia Events. “Conferences such as IMSC not only
strengthen IMDEX Asia’s position as a must-attend event
in the international maritime industry calendar, they also
play an important role in cementing Singapore’s status as
an important maritime hub. I am delighted that we are able
to once again work with our valued partners, RSIS and the
RSN, to offer this prestigious, high-level forum to our top
delegates at IMDEX Asia.”
Said Ambassador Barry Desker, Dean, RSIS, “As a leading think
tank and research centre, our mission at RSIS is to forge new
ground in strategic thinking on security issues in the AsiaPacific with a practical application for policymakers. Now more
than ever, it is critical for navies, Coast Guards and government
officials from the region and around the world to embrace a cooperative security approach in order to keep our seas safe. With
this year’s selection of pressing and relevant topics and a lineup of highly sought-after speakers, we are confident that IMSC
2013 will be of great value to delegates.”
IMDEX Asia, organised by Experia Events with the support
of the Republic of Singapore Navy, is Asia Pacific’s foremost
maritime defence show. This year’s edition will be held from 14
to 16 May 2013 at the Changi Exhibition Centre in Singapore.
As a testament to the strategic importance of the event, over
80% of exhibition space for IMDEX Asia 2013 has already
been booked. This includes new exhibitors such asDevor
Technologies, Fincantieri, Lürssen Marine Technology, Scania,
Schiebel, Westport Shipyard, Viking Air and Liquid Robotics,
alongside industry leaders such as Austal, DCNS, Lockheed
Martin, MBDA, ST Engineering and ThyssenKrupp Marine.
6
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IMDEX Asia 2013

All set for take-off

I

MDEX Asia 2013 is well-positioned and timely for
businesses to address the growing demands in
Asia. Held in Singapore from 14 – 16 May 2013 at
the purpose built Changi Exhibition Centre, the biennial
IMDEX Asia is Asia Pacific’s
largest dedicated international
maritime defence show.
Organised by Experia Events
Pte Ltd with the support of
the Republic of Singapore
Navy, IMDEX Asia provides
invaluable opportunities for
its delegates to network and
establish business contacts.
According to market analysis
firm AMI International, the
Jimmy Lau
Asia Pacific region recently
Managing Director
surpassed Europe as the
Experia Events Pte Ltd
world’s second largest naval
market after the United States, with projected spending
of over US$201 billion in the next two decades on around
1,055 ships says Mr Jimmy Lau, Managing Director,
Experia Events Pte Ltd, who shared his thoughts in an
interview to Aeromag Asia.
Recognised as Asia-Pacific’s foremost maritime
defence show, IMDEX Asia continues to be the platform
of choice and a must-attend event for industry players
and high-level government and navy officials to
network, forge partnerships and tap business potential
in the thriving Asia Pacific region, he said.
“We will be welcoming new exhibitors including
Fincantieri, Luerssen Marine Technology, Scania,
Schiebel and Westport Shipyard alongside returning
top companies such as DCNS, Lockheed Martin and ST
Engineering”, Mr. Lau said.

U.S. Navy photo by Ja’lon A. Rhinehart. Use of released U.S. Navy imagery
does not constitute product or organizational endorsement of any kind by the U.S. Navy.

See them
in time

DCNS, a world leader in Naval Defence

D

CNS is a world leader in naval
defence and an innovative
player in energy. As a naval
prime contractor, systems integrator
and shipbuilder, DCNS combines
resources and expertise spanning
the naval defence value chain and
entire system lifecycles. DCNS delivers
innovative solutions from integrated
warships
to
strategic
systems,
equipment and services.
DCNS has consistently demonstrated
that it can be a key partner for navies to
expand their operational capabilities.
The Group has developed a technology
transfer methodology based on the
progressive transfer of skills and
know-how in conjunction with the
phased expansion of local industrial
capabilities.
From Brazil to Singapore, from India
to Norway, DCNS has sold warships and
naval systems to some 50 countries.
The Group has acquired considerable

experience in international sales and
technology transfer programmes. DCNS
is also aware, however, that continuing
success in this demanding field hinges
on the success of each phase of each
programme. This explains the rigorous
organisation and methods adopted by
DCNS to ensure that each technology
transfer
programme
is
properly
managed.
• Polaris, the latest member of the
DCNS Combat Systems family, is a seaproven compact solution designed
to fulfil Navies and Coast Guards’
needs for surveillance, littoral zone
protection and Economical Exclusive
Zone protection missions. It offers
scalable functionalities that are built
for maritime situation awareness,
interoperability and surface warfare
management. The functional core is a
robust, optimized and capable tactical
system, which takes benefit of DCNS
Combat Systems already in service.

Polaris is specifically designed for light
and medium size surface ships and can
be integrated either to newly built or
for modernizing existing vessels and
enhancing their tactical operations
in a fast and economical way already
validated by the French Navy.
• In addition to Polaris, DCNS is able
to propose an innovative, scalable
and affordable solution providing
permanent
maritime
traffic
surveillance up to EEZ, with advanced
threats
assessment
capabilities.
The system, called Matrics, is based
on DCNS relevant experience in
complex naval information system
and data fusion algorithms. Matrics
integrates existing infrastructure
and sensors and reinforce coverage
by adding new on board or shore
based sensors and naval capabilities
to provide maximum and permanent
surveillance, from local coastal zones
to EEZ or open sea.
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Rafael to present
Typhoons at
IMDEX 2013

R

afael is a leading developer and
manufacturer of Air, Land and
Naval systems. RAFAEL’s naval
systems are designed for both surface
and the sub-surface environments, as
well as for divers and underwater security.
Comprehensive combat suits are available
for ships of all sizes, and include weapon
systems, sensors and command and
control facilities. RAFAEL’s defensive
system suits include various types of
decoys, ECM as well as hard-kill measures
and torpedo countermeasures for surface
ships and submarines.
At IMDEX 2013 Rafael will present for
the first time the New Naval Stabilized
Weapon Stations:
· TYPHOON MLS NLOS - Medium-Range,
High-Impact Naval Missile System
· MINI TYPHOON MLS ER – Multi-Purpose
Missile and Gun System
· TYPHOON 30 – 30mm Naval Stabilized
Weapon Station
Also among the advanced naval
systems and solutions, Rafael will
display:
· SPOTLITE N - Electro-optical system
for detection location classification &
Tracking of weapon fire source for naval
missions
· TOPLITE
HD
Electro-Optical
Surveillance, Observation & Targeting
System
Typhoon MLS-ER
Multi-Purpose Missile and Gun
System
Typhoon MLS-ER is a complete Naval
Missile & Gun System. The system includes
Spike-ER missiles, launchers, a machine
gun and a fire control system.
The light weight, stabilized system can
be installed on a variety of naval platforms.
Spike ER is an electro-optically guided
multipurpose missile for ranges of up to
8 km with pinpoint accuracy. Typhoon
MLS-ER features day and night operation
and includes Fire-and-Forget, as well as
Fire-and-Observe and Update modes of
8
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operation.
This
enables the gunner
to switch between targets
after launch, avoid friendly
fire, conduct surveillance/
damage assessment and
attack hidden targets. Typhoon MLSER additionally features a Fire and
Steer mode, in which the gunner
can launch the missile without
pre-locking onto the target and
manually steer it to the target.
Typhoon MLS- NLOS
Medium-Range, High-Impact
Naval Missile System
Typhoon MLS-NLOS is a complete Naval
Missile System. The system includes SpikeNLOS missiles, a fire control system and
an electro-optic payload. The compact
system can be installed on a variety of
naval platforms. Spike NLOS is an electrooptically guided multipurpose missile
for ranges of up to 25 km with pinpoint
accuracy and midcourse navigation. The
missile offers the unique advantages of
hitting Non Line-of-Sight (NLOS) targets
and the ability to switch between targets
during missile flight and abort missions.
Typhoon MLS-NLOS can be operated in
both offensive and defensive scenarios. In
addition to attacking hidden targets, the
Spike NLOS missile can provide real-time
tactical intelligence and battle damage
assessment. Featuring day and night, allweather target engagement capability,
Typhoon MLS-NLOS is the ideal solution
for sea-to-shore fire support or sea-to-sea
targeting.
TYPHOON 30mm
Rafaels
Newest
Typhoon
Naval
Stabilized
Weapon Station
The 25mm/30mm TYPHOON Naval
Stabilized Weapon Station from Rafael
adds significant capability for shipboard
defense against small, fast, and agile
surface threats. In addition to the larger
30-mm payload, extended range, and air

burst
capability, the magazine capacity is over
400 ready rounds of 30-mm ammunition
or over 500 rounds of 25-mm ammunition.
This design features well over 90%
commonality with the U.S. Navy’s fielded
Mk 38 incorporating the same electronics
and man-machine interfaces.
The main weapon in the 30mm is the
proven Mk 44 Bushmaster II Cannon. The
Mk 44 fires all 30-mm x 173-mm NATO
Standard ammunition and is also capable
of firing the new programmable air burst
munitions (ABM). If a 25mm cannon is
preferred, the system is designed to
accept the M242 Bushmaster Cannon
along with the entire suite of NATO
Standard 25-mm ammunition.

Union Minister of State for Defence Shri Jitendra Singh is releasing the souvenir, Dr. V K Saraswat, Scientific Adviser to Defence Minister,
Secretary Deptt.of Defence R&D and DG DRDO, Lt. Gen. S K Singh, Vice Chief of Army Staff,Mr. Anil Kumar, CMD, BEL also seen.

Equip the Indian Armed Forces with state
of the art equipment: Jitendra Singh

“T

here is a need to change the
approach from ‘acquiring
technology’ to ‘development
of technology’ in order to achieve desired
level of indigenisation. The aim should
be to equip the Indian Armed forces with
state of art equipment to bring them at
par with the world leaders,” said Minister
of State for Defence Mr. Jitendra Singh,
while inaugurating a two day Seminar on
Night Fighting Capability recently.
He was addressing a galaxy of senior
officials from armed forces, production
agencies, industry from India and
abroad and scientists from DRDO and
academia. Appreciating the strides made
in indigenous design and development
and production of equipment to enhance
night fighting capabilities, Mr Singh
emphasised on self-reliance in the field of
instrumentation and to reduce the import
content to a minimum.
He also emphasised the need of greater
synergy among different stakeholders
in the process of development i.e.
DRDO, Public sector & private industry.

Stressing on the need to further improve
indigenous capabilities in this area, he
said, “we are facing incursions from across
the land borders and there is need to have
early warning systems to handle such
situations more effectively”.
A monograph on EO/IR technologies
brought out by IRDE, Dehradun was
released by Mr. Jitendra Singh on this
occasion.
Trekking the development of night
vision devices by DRDO from its earliest
days, Dr. V K Saraswat, Scientific Adviser
to Defence Minister, Secretary Deptt.of
Defence R&D and DG DRDO, highlighted
the achievements of DRDO in the field of
electro-optics. He also mentioned about
the development of ‘Thermal Imaging
based commander’s sight for T-72 and
T-90 tanks as well as BMPs, thus removing
the night blindness of these Armoured
Fighting Vehicles.
Mentioning about the progress made
by IRDE in this critical area, he gave the
example of recently developed Integrated
Multi Functional Sight that weighs within

3.5 kg, as compared to the 1st generation
devices of similar nature that used to
weigh around 55 kg.
Emphasising the need to strengthen
manufacturing infrastructure in the
country, he stated that the country had to
gear up to produce the advanced Thermal
Detectors indigenously, “Our biggest
weakness is the availability of infrared
imaging detector fabrication facilities”.
Delivering the keynote address, Lt.
Gen. S K Singh, Vice Chief of Army Staff,
briefed about the army acquisition plans
for the next decade & expected DRDO
to match the expectations of the armed
forces. The partnership of private industry
could be crucial, he emphasized. The
Services today are looking for innovative
technological solutions to stay ahead of
their adversaries.
Mr. Anil Kumar, CMD, BEL, in his address,
put forth the industry perspective. He
assured that BEL centres are always ready
to support the indigenisation efforts of
the country and will deliver the quality
instruments in time to the armed forces.
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Indian Navy
eyes strategic
partnership
with industry

T

he offset policy has enabled
greater participation of the
defence
industry
in
India.
The revised offset guidelines include
multipliers to incentivise investment
in MSME and facilitate technology
acquisition. The need to strengthen
the monitoring mechanism for the
implementation of offsets has been
addressed by establishing of the Defence
Offset Monitoring Wing under the
Defence Acquisition Council.
According to Defence Minister, Mr. A K
Antony, the Government has been keen
to encourage the industry to realign its
business process for strategic alliances
and joint ventures while stepping up the
R&D efforts to remain globally competitive
especially in critical technology areas.
Government policy has been to facilitate
absorption of proprietary technologies
by companies with strong technology
background and skills.
The introduction of “Buy and Make
(Indian)” category in the Defence
Procurement Procedure is another step
in this direction and has been designed
to enhance indigenisation. “With the
opening up of defence industry sector
in India to 100% Indian private sector
10
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Chief of Naval Staff Admiral DK Joshi with Defence Minister Shri .A.K.Antony
participation with FDI permissible up to
26%, I hope to see the industry gradually
assuming the role of system integrator
and manufacturer of complete defence
equipment and systems”, Mr Antony
added. He also reiterated that Indian
Industry should spend more on R&D.
Admiral D K Joshi, Chief of Naval Staff,
says Indian industry should utilise the
opportunities created through defence
offsets. Strong Indian industry can help

Indian Navy in its quest to achieve higher
levels of indigenisation.
Experts said there is need to create a
vibrant indigenous defence manufacturing
base in the country. Therefore, a strong
defence industrial base with the active
involvement of private sector can only fulfil
all the present and futuristic requirements
of Indian Navy that too on time bound
basis and without any compromise with the
quality of products.

There exists immense opportunities
for Indian and global companies to
collaborate to co-develop and comanufacture technologies and products
in India not only for the Indian market but
eventually for the global requirements.
This is another step towards reducing the
import dependence and creating entire
system integration capabilities in both
public and private sector companies in
India.
Over the years, the Indian industries
have been playing a significant role as
sub-contractors and ancillaries to the
Defence sector. They have been involved
in supplying raw materials, semi-finished
products, parts and components to
Defence PSUs and Ordnance Factories to
a great extent. With Government of India,
continuously increasing its expenditure in
Defence and endeavouring to indigenise
defence equipment, opportunities are
abundant for the industry to partner with
Defence bodies especially for the MSMEs.
There is a need to encourage private
sector’s participation to promote
indigenisation and achieve self-reliance
as far as defence requirements are
concerned. Defence industry today
has multifarious scope for everybody.

Modernisation of Navy
Modernisation of the Indian Navy is an ongoing process keeping in view the
prevailing security environment, threat perceptions, emerging technologies and
capabilities to be achieved. This information was given by Defence Minister Shri AK
Antony in a written reply to Shri Tarun Vijay in parliament.
Induction of Modern ships and phasing out of old ships is done as and when
required. At present 48 ships and submarines are under construction for inclusion
in the Naval fleet, the Minister said.
Hence private sectors have to integrate
themselves in the market.
A Study on “Building India’s Navy:
Force Requirements and Indigenous
Capability” identifies the gaps between
the capabilities of the Indian Naval
Industry and Indian Navy’s requirements.
The study also suggests how these gaps
can be bridged. Contrary to the common
belief that Indian industry is incapable
of delivering sophisticated systems and
equipment, the study has found that the
Indian industry does have the capability,
competency and capacity to deliver
high technology systems, products and
modules provided some definitively
encouraging measures are undertaken
to promote the domestic naval industrial
complex.

Key Findings
India is destined to take its place in
the emerging global world order
as a regional power and a global
interlocutor. Therefore, enhancing the
national capacity for new technology
ship construction and aircrafts/
helicopters is must.
• In 1964, Indian Navy was authorised a
force level of 140 ships and submarine.
But, even after 4 decades naval force
level hovers at best around the 130
ships and submarine mark with about
40 per cent of the force level equipped
with vintage weapons, sensors and
communications.
• Naval Defence Industry is dominated
by Public Sector Industries. The private

•
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sector is now clearly willing and able
to establish equivalent or better
capabilities at their cost and this must
be encouraged.
Equal opportunity for the private sector
is a must to achieve the force levels that
the Navy seeks to achieve.
Single vendor bidding and nomination
route for awarding Naval projects to
Defence Public Sector Units does not
lead to real price discovery and should
be done away with.
Indian Private Sector is poised to take
up big naval projects and contribute
its share to achieve broader maritime
objectives of effective sea power and
national goals of peace, prosperity and
security
Issuing collective requirement of the
defence forces, for instance total
number of radars required by all the
services, would present a clear and
coherent picture to the industry of the
addressable opportunity and provide
stimulus to private industry to invest in
the Greenfield areas.
The
Buy
and
Make
(Indian)
categorisation is the best vehicle to
promote indigenous naval industry,

12
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manufacture and global sourcing but
requires final integration in India. MoD
must declare its intent that all future
acquisitions would preferably be from
the Buy and Make (Indian) Route.
Meanwhile, it’s no secret that Indian
defence imports stands at staggering
65 per cent of the total defence
acquisition. This trend can be reversed
only through the active participation of
the private sector industries. Compared
to Defence Public Sector Undertakings
and Ordinance Factories, private sector
involvement in defence acquisitions is
very low. There is a need to encourage
private sector to promote indigenisation
and achieve self-reliance as far as defence
requirements are concerned.
Considering the abundance of scientific
and technical manpower in the country,
experts are looking forward to seeing
leading armament manufacturers of the
world setting up armament R&D centres
and production bases in India. It was
suggested that the private sector needed
to synergise its strengths, compete
domestically and globally, and aim at
becoming net exporters, which is highly

achievable.
Private
sector
supplies
goods/
components worth a few thousands of
crores to DPSUs and OFs. However, given
the volume of defence acquisitions and
other requirements, private sector needs
more encouragement.
Defence industry has enough scope
for everybody. Industry has to get into
defence production seriously and on
a sustained basis. However, significant
technology
and
quality
related
investments are required. In order to
make the best use of opportunities in the
naval sector, conservative figures would
suggest an amount more than Rs 100,000
crore. Presently, most of the orders are
with DPSUs. Therefore, there is a need to
have a level playing field wherein private
sector can also play a significant role. A
strong defence industrial base with the
active involvement of public sector can
only fulfil all the present and futuristic
requirements of Indian Navy that too
on time bound basis and without any
compromise with the quality of products.
A nation’s strength is gauged by
its defence preparedness. A nation
should be able to efficiently protect its

territorial integrity and internal security if it aspires to become
a big player in the geopolitical theatre. It is an opportune
moment to introspect and device ways and means to harness
and consolidate the technological capabilities and expertise
that the country had been able to acquire or develop over a
period of time for best use to the nation.
The Indian defence forces and industry must come together on a
formal platform, particularly in the information technology sector,
which is increasingly relegating the other more traditional and
conventional forms of warfare to the sidelines.
Indian industry could help complement the Navy’s IT needs
by providing a good mix of security policy and up-to-date
technology. “This was an opportunity for the Indian industry as
the Navy was already implementing a number of projects that
incorporate latest concepts and technology”, an expert said.
According to experts, the Indian Navy aims to leverage the power
of IT and achieve net-centricity through collaborative integration
and a strategic partnership with the industry. This was especially
important as a number of projects are being implemented and
there is a need to benchmark these as per prevalent international
standards. They said that the world over IT is being viewed as a
‘force multiplier’ and at a time when the Indian Navy faces the
task of meeting its needs with decreased resources and reduced
manpower, it could use the strength of the domestic IT industry to
meet its needs. The Indian defence sector, which has been opened
up, presents a window of opportunity for the Indian defence
industrries. There are immense possibilities, particularly in the IT
sector, that have so far been unexplored. It is up to the industry to
tap the potential that the Indian defence sector offers.

BEL - TCOM USA

sign MoU to cooperate on aerostat surveillance
and communication system

B

harat Electronics Limited (BEL) has signed an MoU
with TCOM, USA, for co-operation on developing
advanced aerostat surveillance and communication
systems to address the Intelligence Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (ISR) requirements of the Indian armed
forces.
TCOM designs and manufactures a full line of aerostat
systems that offer broad range of capabilities optimised
for numerous applications. TCOM manufactures the largest
Aerostat ever in operation with laminate fabric material for
long endurance and surveillance operations. The Company
was first in the world to produce fiber optic powered
tethered system.
S K Acharya, General Manager of the Electronic Warfare &
Avionics Strategic Business Unit of BEL-Bangalore, said that
as per the MoU, “BEL will be the Prime Bidder to address
the aerostat-based ISR requirements of the Indian Defence
Services, Indian security services and Indian law enforcement
agencies.This will enhance their ISR capabilities.”
John Saverino, Chairman & Managing Director, TCOM, said
this agreement further reinforces TCOM’s long standing
commitment to the defence industry in India. “The
combination of TCOM and BEL’s capabilities will allow us to
provide more creative and cost-effective ISR solutions to the
various branches of the Indian military”.
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Indigenous T
production
gets impetus
as Army
modernises
at fast pace

here is no denying that Indian Armed Forces should give
least priority to imports. Ministry of Defence has been giving
impetus to indigenous production. Ministry officials say policy
and procedural changes will be made wherever necessary. Both public
sector and private sector are expected to play a significant and major
role.
Government of India is fully committed to help and boost domestic
defence sector so that it becomes vibrant and proactive contributor
to defence forces. Government treats private defence industry as
‘National Assets’ and recognises the services and contribution made by
the private industry towards goals of self-reliance and indigenisation.
Modernisation of Indian defence production and procurement needs
to be done in more transparent manner so that tax payer’s money is
not wasted for the vested interest of a few greedy people, according to
Defence Minister Mr. A K Antony.
The need of the hour is to change the mindset of officials in MOD and
Indian Armed Forces so that we can go for ‘Made in India, Developed in
India’. In order to achieve this, Indian defence sector needs to spend
more on R&D. Without spending substantially on R&D we will not be
able to achieve the desired goals. Indian defence industry must make
itself work on a ‘Mission Mode’ to achieve self-reliance.
General Bikram Singh, Chief of Army, recently stated that Army is
committed to modernise at a fast pace. Army accords high priority to
Air Defence in particular to face the modern security challenges. “We
need to focus on technological and strategic innovations”, he said.
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He further said that UAV’s are fast
emerging as a major threat. We need
to put in place anti-UAV systems on the
priority basis. This is an era of multidimensional technology and, hence, our
focus should be on constant innovations
and modern technological solutions in
order to keep ourselves ahead of enemy.
The need of the hour is cooperation
and
close
relationship
between
industry, defence forces and other
stakeholders, so that we can achieve self
reliance, technological sovereignty and
indigenisation. For any solider ‘Made
in India’ is music to ears, hence Indian
defence forces always supports the idea
of indiginisation.
Lt Gen Kuldip Singh, Director General
Army Defence said that we need key
technologies and systems for Army
Air Defence. Industry and Army Air
Defence should work together to
understand requirements and looking
for affordable and effective solutions. He
further mentioned that such forums are

important to understand each other’s
perspectives.
Industry officials say disadvantageous
taxation regime and exchange rate variation
affects private sector’s competitiveness visà-vis public sector and foreign companies.
In most of the cases, private sector
companies end up paying more than thirty
per cent extra taxes.
Army Air Defence provides multibillion dollars worth of opportunities to
the industry. Good news is that Indian
industry is geared to take on larger roles,
provided it gets support from Ministry of
Defence and Indian Army.
Industry
and
development
organisations have a key role in
modernising and indigenising Indian
army’s Tactical Communications System
(TCS) and Network Centric Operations.
The opportunity lies in blending India’s
innate software development skills with
indigenous manufacturing capability
such that the nation’s armed forces are
able to secure the national borders.

Indigenisation of information &
communication technology, electronics
and cyber (ICTEC) systems for defence
forces has a long way to go and that the
challenges should be acted upon sooner
than later.
Experts have underscored that the
decision makers in the armed forces
should be able to receive reliable
and actionable information under all
circumstances, which a robust TCS can
deliver.
Gen. Bikram Singh said the guiding
objective is to achieve self-reliance and
technical sovereignty in TCS through
indigenisation of designs and standards.
He said that while there are challenges in
realising the objective, the army, industry
and academia should indeed look at the
emerging opportunities in the ICTEC
domain.
Gen. Singh said the Tactical
Communications Network has to be
dynamic and resilient with multiple
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Army Chief Gen Bikram Singh presenting memonto to Gen Eiji Kimizuka, Chief of Staff,
Japan Ground Self Defence Force
redundancies. While the transition to
the TCS environment will be gradual, it
is important that the solider in the battle
space does not have to deal with multiple
communication devices. Instead, what
is required are multiple RF equipped
devices. Due efforts are needed to create
a mobile communications umbrella for
the entire forces, he said, adding that
the overall aim should be to develop
reliable, mobile, high-speed convergence
networks that are inter-operable with
even legacy systems and function in a
joint services environment.
Lt. Gen. S P Kochchar, Signal Officer in
Chief, said the challenge of developing
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TCS lies in communication reaching
the war fighter. Stating that the Corp of
Signals is the second largest network
provider in the country and the third
largest telecom service provider, he said
that major successes have been achieved
in the development of TCS over the last
one year. There is focused attention on
Network For Spectrum, NFS, among
others.
Lt. Gen. Kochchar said the way forward
lies in migrating to the IP network. On
a broader plane, he said that as ‘offthe-shelf’ technologies are not readily
available in the TCS space, the aim is
to develop an Indian model that also

ensures India’s technical sovereignty. At
the same time, it might not be possible
to indigenise every component and
sub-component. So, the right approach
would be to import sub-components
and integrate them into the system even
as the country builds its manufacturing
capabilities in these areas, he added.
He underlined the need to engage
ex-servicemen
who
with
their
entrepreneurial
experience
and
capabilities could complement the
development of TCS and other ICTEC
systems in a PPP mode.
Indian industry sees a major role
in building the manufacturing and
technological capabilities needed to
support the modernisation of the army’s
tactical communications environment.
Underlining the need for further
simplification of the defence acquisition
procedures, officials said that both
domestic and global firms look to play
a greater role in the modernisation
endeavour and building of military
technology capabilities. They added that
a collaborative approach will deliver the
desired results.
Officials highlighted the need for
setting up a defence electronics
commission for enhancing the country’s
defence electronics capabilities. They
said India’s IT and automobile industry
experiences could be replicated in the
defence environment.
The challenge is in building tactical
communications systems that are
foolproof, have sufficient redundancies,
and can combat hostile electro-magnetic
interferences. They added that while
technology is advancing, the bigger
challenge would be in developing
the infrastructure for inducting the
technologies.
Meanwhile, several Indian companies
including many SMEs have entered
into communication hardware and
software development, and coming up
with specific innovations in this domain
to take up the challenge of meeting
the requirements of the Indian Armed
Forces. Indian Industry today is emerging
as an efficient, competitive and viable
manufacturing hub for the world. India
promises a market for defence products
and, at the same time, offers high quality
manufacturing facilities which would
make products competitive not only
for the Indian market but also for global
markets.
Industry, particularly SME, is keen
to actively participate in the ongoing

military modernisation projects like
Future Infantry Soldier as a System
F-INSAS, Battlefield Management System
and Tactical Communication Systems.
Each of these projects is capable of totally
transforming the defence communication
in the Indian context.
According
to
Defence
Ministry
officials, the latest technologies will be
leveraged to enhance Indian Armed
Forces’ preparedness and war fighting
capabilities. They said that technology
has always played a major role in shaping
the battlefield. In today’s information age,
ICT infrastructure forms the vital fabric
through which information flows. The
communication fabric interconnects the
Commander with his weapon systems,
sensors and other complex systems
which populate today’s battle space. ICT
infrastructure has emerged as the key
enabler to effect the transition of our
armed forces from a Platform centric force
to a Network Centric force.
There is a need to abolish artificial
barriers in communication. In this regard,
organisational and policy changes will
be required. We also need to train our
human resource to adapt to the changing
environment. A combined approach
entailing industry, defence forces and
academia is the need of the hour. There is
a great importance of the seamless, high
quality network centricity as any break in
the communication means loss of lives,
particularly on the battlefield.
Meanwhile, officials have stressed that
Indian Army is committed to reduce
the time delays in the procurement and

implementation of important defence
communication projects.
As we are living in this era of
transformation, both armed forces as well
as industry are undergoing tremendous
change. Army is open to learn and adopt
the best international practices in terms
of deployment and efficient management
of defence equipment and systems. Both
the Armed Forces and Industry have
huge and almost similar requirements
of IT solutions. However, armed forces
requirement cannot be compromised at
any cost. Army is increasingly engaging
industry in several activities.
As technological innovations drive
warfare and changing requirements
of warfare, in turn, drive the latest
innovations. In a way, both are
interdependent
and
have
been
influencing each other. Industry and
armed forces have a great scope and
potential to work together.
Officials perceive technology not only
as an enabler but also as force multiplier.
With the increasing focus on network
centricity and interoperability, the
future wars will be fought with highly
precise, extraordinarily lethal, unmanned
machines with minimum collateral
damage. Several precious human lives
can be saved through the application of
technologies.
The high degree of situational
awareness is advantageous to our soldiers
fighting across the spectrum of warfare
throughout the length and breadth of
the country. At the same time, it also acts
as a deterrent. This is high time to realise

that with the greater involvement of the
industry in the defence R&D, services and
manufacturing, Indian military is going to
benefit.
Industry is also finding a great
deal of opportunity in the defence
communications. The opportunities in
defence communication sector open
up significant opportunities for all.
The Defence communication projects
can absorb the innovation of SMEs,
products of component manufacturers
and final products furnished by system
integrators. Several Indian companies
have also entered into communication
hardware development and more are
likely to join them. Indian industry is
geared up to take up the challenge of
meeting the requirements of the armed
forces.
In order to meet the requirements of
military modernisation, there is a need to
have society approach through which we
can bring on board all the stakeholders.
Officials said keeping pace with
the innovations and technological
advancements, the modern warfare has
drastically changed. Given the peculiarity
of the Indian sub-continent, Indian
military requirements are different than
the rest of the world. Therefore, military
modernisation does not necessarily mean
blindly buying military equipment and
systems from abroad. Given the huge
demand of newer military equipments
and systems and up gradations of the
existing ones, there exists enough scope
for everyone – global as well as domestic
industry.
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Kochi to host Naval
Maritime Expo from
Septemebr 23

A

Vice Admiral Scott H Swift receiving a momento from Vice Admiral Satish Soni.

US Seventh Fleet visited Kochi

V

ice Admiral Scott H Swift,
Commander of the Seventh
Fleet of the United States Navy,
arrived at Kochi on 02 April for a two
day visit. The Seventh Fleet is the largest
of the United States Navy, with 60-70
ships, 200-300 aircraft and approximately
40,000 Sailors and Marines operating on
a typical day. The Admiral is in India as
the Co Chair of Indo-US Navy Executive
Steering Group. Vice Admiral Scott Swift

called on Vice Admiral Satish Soni, Flag
Officer Commanding in Chief Southern
Naval Command. Thereafter, he visited
the training facilities at Southern Naval
Command. The other item listed on
the schedule of the visiting US Admiral
includes a brief exposure to Kerala’s
traditional performing arts. The visit will
facilitate professional and social bonding
between the senior leadership of the two
Navies.

Premier Naval and Maritime
Exposition and Conference in
partnership with Indian Navy and
State Government of Kerala will be organised
by Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) from
23 to 27 September 2013 at Kochi in Kerala.
NAMEXPO will be one of the first events of
its kind, provides platforms wherein end-user
requirements and manufacturers’ capabilities
can be made known to the world. The aim of
the event is exploring business opportunities
for the industry in the naval and maritime
sector and also to showcase the existing
capabilities of the industry to the end-users.
For the NAMEXPO CII is partnering with:Indian Navy, Government of Kerala, Ministry
of MSMEs, Government of India, Ministry of
Defence.
NAMEXPO 2013 would be a unique
opportunity to the global as well as Indian
industry to get to know the Indian Navy’s
procurement plans and requirements. A
majority of Indian naval requirements has been
met through indigenous industry. However,
with the need for increasing the pace of
modernisation, a simultaneous requirement to
acquire state-of-the-art weapons, equipment
and systems based on sophisticated
technologies have also being felt.

MKU receives NIJ 0101.06 certification for its Body Armour

M

KU,
India’s
leading
manufacturer and supplier
of ballistic protection and
surveillance equipment for armed,
paramilitary and police forces in over 90
countries announced that it has received
yet another notification of compliance for
its level III Vest dependent Hard Armour
Insert from National Institute of Justice
(NIJ), the research, development and
evaluation agency of the U.S. Department
of Justice for at least two of the body
armour packages it had submitted for
certification under the new NIJ-0101.06
standard.
Mr. Manish Khandelwal, Business
Head (Personal Protection) said ‘MKU is
committed to its continuous research
and development practices which help it
field cutting edge, innovative & versatile
protection products and solutions.
This certification being 3rd one that we
have received is reinforcement of our
commitment to providing the best and
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most advanced products to our customers’.
According to him “NIJ Standard-0101.06
is one of the most stringent, demanding
and comprehensive personal body armor
standards ever initiated and mandated
by the NIJ. We are pleased to have
received these yet another notification
of compliance. This signifies yet another
benchmark for performance of personal
protection solutions from MKU”. He further
specified this notice is the third one to be
received; previously MKU had received
2 notifications in 2012 for compliance to
0101.06 standard, further he stated to
be anticipating few more compliance
certifications to be received by MKU over
the next couple of months for both soft and
hard armour packages already submitted
for compliance evaluation with NIJ.
The NIJ introduced the Ballistic
Resistance
of
Body
Armor
NIJ
Standard-0101.06 to create minimum
performance requirements and test
methods for the ballistic resistance

of personal body armor intended to
protect officers against threats likely
to occur in their line of duty. Vests that
are in compliance with NIJ-06 must
protect against amplified velocities of
ammunition, and extreme conditions.
NIJ-06 supersedes NIJ 2005 Interim
Requirements, Ballistic Resistance of Body
Armor (August 2005) and supersedes
NIJ Standard-0101.04 Rev. A, Ballistic
Resistance of Personal Body Armor (June
2001).
The National Institute of Justice (NIJ)
had revised the current standards
(NIJ
Standard-0101.04/2005
Interim
Requirements) with three primary intents:
1) To improve performance so that all
officers receive adequate protection.
2) To provide adequate protection
against threats that are likely to be faced
over the next decade.
3) To provide assurance that the armor
will provide protection through the life of
its warranty.

Vice Admiral Satish Soni inaugurating the BEL product exhibition. Shri Anil Kumar , CMD, BEL is on his left.

Indigenous technology imperative for Navy’s growth

I

ndian Navy is committed to promoting
self reliance in military technology, said
Vice Admiral Satish Soni, Flag Officer
Commanding in Chief , Southern Naval
Command, while inaugurating a Naval
technology seminar organised by Bharat
Electronics Limited at Kochi.
The momentous economic growth of
the nation has to be sustained by suitable
security measures. Accordingly, the
Maritime Capabilities Perspective Plan lays
down a force level of 200 ships, 600 aircraft
and about 20 submarines apart from shore
based assets and infrastructure, said the
Admiral.

Elaborating on the increasing role of the
Navy in the context, the Admiral said that
patrolling the region between east coast
of Africa and the Malacca straits, frequent
forays into the Gulf and Red Sea as also
establishing a reach in the Mediterranean,
South China Sea and beyond has become
vital. While lauding BEL for this customer
engagement initiative, Admiral Soni
also sought good waterfront support
infrastructure backed by a sound fault
finding and repair system as well as
adequate spares inventory.
Mr. Anil Kumar, the Chairman and
Managing Director of BEL, who delivered

Vice Admiral Satish Soni and Shri Anil Kumar, visiting the various stalls

the key note address at the seminar, said
that BEL is proud to partner Indian Navy’s
blue water aspirations. Three new SBUs
for missiles, satellites and communication
systems have been set up.
He also reminded the audience of the
fruitful partnership with Naval Physical
and Oceanographic Laboratory (NPOL) at
Kochi which resulted in the production of
a number of new generation sonars for the
ships and submarines of the Navy.
Coastal Surveillance System project by BEL
has already been commissioned in Kerala,
Gujarat, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh.
BEL is also involved in setting up similar
infrastructure at Mauritius and Seychelles.
Product support Centre for NPOL, Cochin
Shipyard and Naval Ship Repair Yard Kochi is
already functioning from KINFRA Kochi said
Mr. Anil Kumar.
A product exhibition showcasing
various products of Bharat Electronics
was inaugurated by Vice Admiral Soni
on the occasion. Latest communication
equipment, night vision devices, modern
commando information systems and other
electronics intensive hardware were on
display. BEL has been conducting such
customer engagement initiatives since
2010.
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The Lockheed Martin Multi-mission Combat
Ship comes in several configurations and sizes
ranging from 85 meters to 118 meters and
displacing from 1,600 tons to 3,500 tons.

Lockheed Martin’s Multimission Combat Ship (MCS)
Capability to Protect Territorial Waters and Defeat Threats in Southeast Asia
Thomas Cosgrove
International Business Development
Lockheed Martin

L

ockheed Martin is building on its
experience with the U.S. Navy’s
littoral shipbuilding program to
offer this next-generation capability to
meet the maritime challenges facing
today’s Southeast Asian navies.
By use of its dynamic hull design,
performance
and
leading-edge
technology to integrate system, sensor
and weapons capabilities, Lockheed
Martin’s Multi-mission Combat Ship (MCS)
provides the necessary maritime security
and war fighting prowess.
Nearly 90 percent of commercial
goods that travel from one continent
to another do so via ocean, and half of
those goods traverse the South China
Sea and the adjacent waters, making the
seas and straits of Southeast Asia among
the world’s most strategic waterways.
This heavy commercial traffic through
the Straits of Malacca and other key
waterways demands open, uninhibited
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transit along sea lines of communication.
Southeast Asian countries must also
protect their maritime infrastructure and
interests in their economic exclusion
zones, due to their rich fishing grounds,
tourism and oil/gas industries.
In congested littoral environments such
as the seas and straits of the Southeast
Asia, naval ships with mission-focused
capabilities operating alone or as part
of a joint force offer the best protection
against a variety of conventional and
asymmetric threats. These diverse threats
include submarines, surface ships and fast
boats and pirates.
As a fast, highly-maneuverable, shallow
draft vessel that can execute missions
in the open seas and coastal waters of
the Southeast Asia, the MCS provides
a hull structure that suits many partner
navy requirements. Current interest in
the hull lengths range from 85 meters
to 118 meters and displacement ranges
from 1,600 tons to 3,500 tons. The ship’s
hull form is proven from 67 meters to 150
meters at various displacements.
With its hull design flexibility and

open architecture combat management
system, the MCS aligns with many partner
navies’ preference for multi-mission, fixed
combat systems with the flexibility to
allocate reconfigurable space for use with
modular and unmanned systems.
The ship’s adaptable design enables
partner navies to insert fixed multimission or modular systems, including
vertical launchers and surface-to-surface
missile canisters, without major structural
impact. It is also cost-effective to build,
customize and maintain as it’s based on
a producible and affordable design that
already meets U.S. Navy standards.
The MCS is able to conduct naval
maritime missions focused on increasing
global security, including surveillance
and intelligence-gathering, patrolling
territorial waters, and enforcing economic
exclusion zones. The ship features
endurance and habitability for extended
operations. Its large aviation flight deck
and hangar for manned and unmanned
platforms supports dual air vehicle
operations. Its waterborne mission zone
with a reconfigurable space supports

safe and expedient launch
and recovery of multiple rigidhull inflatable boat operations
and unmanned vehicle use.
This combination of inherent
capability is well-suited for
supporting
counterterrorism
activities, anti-piracy missions,
special operations missions,
maritime interdiction, and
humanitarian relief operations
for Southeast Asian joint forces.
With
its
intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance
(ISR) capability, the MCS can also
share its data as part of a larger,
national network that maintains
a common operational picture
ashore. This naval ISR ability
strengthens the coordination of
the nation’s operating forces.
Its command and decision
system can integrate data
from remote sensors, linked
helicopters,
friendly
naval
vessels, and shore based
command centers. Although
the sensor, weapon and
operational capabilities of
a single ship are important,
its ability to accurately and
quickly share information to make decisions is the best way
to ensure success in modern naval operations. It also will
allow interoperability with U.S. and allied naval forces in joint
operations.
To deter and interdict when necessary, the ship’s combat
system is scaled from Aegis open architecture, which is proven
and in use globally on more than 100 ships in six navies. With
its battle-tested lineage, the ships can be equipped to meet a
variety of missions including anti-air, mine countermeasures,
anti-surface, anti-submarine and electronic warfare. Navies can
configure the ships to meet requirements by tailoring systems
and automation with integrated sensors and weapons serves
to best match regional Southeast Asian threats.
Notably, in addition to the U.S. Navy’s current Southeast Asian
presence, the U.S. Navy Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Freedom
vessels will operate in the Southeast Asia area of responsibility
in the near future, with the first-in-class USS Freedom currently
in Singapore. The MCS shares many operating characteristics
of the U.S. Navy’s Freedom-variant LCS.
As naval forces worldwide look to the future, they see
significant potential for instability and dynamic challenges to
sovereign maritime security, including territorial boundaries
and international commerce. Addressing those threats –
considering the cost of the ships, weapons systems, technology
and electronic systems – makes a forward-looking, multimission, and flexible ship that much more important. That’s
what the Lockheed Martin MCS can bring to Southeast Asia
– an effective solution to meet those challenges today, while
providing the capability for adaptation in the future to ensure
the security of the seas and straits of the South China Sea and
adjacent waters.
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Armies of UK, India
hold joint training

A

joint training was conducted by
having two mixed companies
of the UK Army & Indian Army
Soldiers recently. They learnt from each
other’s experience in varied terrain and
environment. The initial weeks of the
joint training included familiarisation,
demonstration, lectures and joint tactical
exercises. This was divided into indoor
and outdoor training
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The exercise was aimed to build and
promote positive military relations
between the two countries by
undertaking joint training for counter
insurgency operations and thereby
gaining from each other’s valuable
operational experiences. The exercise
also helped to evolve joint battle drills for
combating such menace.
During the course of Exercise Ajeya

Warrior – 2013, UAVs, Recce and
Observation system, Thermal Imaging
system, Early Warning detachments, use
of Helicopters and sniffer & tracker Dogs
assisted the commanders of the joint
exercises in achieving their aim.
Having rehearsed and trained on
counter insurgency and counter terrorism
environment, the troops of the two
Commonwealth Nations graduated to

the stage of conducting tactical
exercises jointly in rural and
semi urban environment. The
joint training also involved
cordon and search operations.
The drills & procedures of
the two most experienced
armies in the domain of counter
insurgency were dovetailed into
one integrated force.
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Gandhi Automations
gets ISO certification

G

DAC approves major changes in DPP
to encourage Indian defence industry

W

ith the twin objective of
infusing greater efficiency
in the procurement process
and
strengthening
the
defence
manufacturing base in the country, the
Defence Acquisition Council, the apex
decision making body of the MoD, took
a series of decisions recently, including
amendments to Defence Procurement
Procedure (DPP).
The Defence Minister Mr. A K Antony,
who chaired the Council meeting, said the
only way forward for the country is rapid
indigenisation of defence products, with
both the public and the private sectors
playing pivotal roles in this endeavour.
Mr. Antony said the government will make
all efforts to create genuine level playing
field for Indian manufacturing industries
vis-à-vis Global Players.
Following are the highlights of the
amendments to the DPP-2011:
1. Prioritisation of Various Categories
for Capital Acquisitions under Defence
Procurement Procedure
Preference for indigenous procurement
in the Defence Production Policy 2011 has
now been made a part of DPP through an
amendment that provides for a preferred
order of categorisation, with global cases
24
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being a choice of last resort. The order
of preference, in decreasing order, shall
be: (1) “Buy (Indian)”; (2) “Buy & Make
(Indian)”; (3) “Make”; (4) “Buy & Make with
ToT”; and (5) “Buy (Global)”. Any proposal
to select a particular category must now
state reasons for excluding the higher
preferred category/ categories.
2. Release of Public Version of Long
Term Integrated Perspective Plan
(LTIPP)
The DAC has approved the release of a
public version of its 15-year perspective
document
(LTIPP),
outlining
the
“Technology Perspective and Capability
Roadmap” (TPCR) against LTIPP 2012-2027.
The TPCR will provide useful guidance
to the Indian Defence Industry for
boosting its infrastructural capabilities
and directing its R&D and technology
investments.
3. Maintenance ToT (MToT) no longer
through Nomination
MToT has been hitherto reserved
largely for OFB and DPSUs through the
nomination process. A DPP amendment
has been approved that does away with
nomination by Department of Defence
Production and facilitates selection of
MToT partners by Indian bidders. This

measure is expected to have a positive
impact on private sector participation in
maintenance, repairs and overhaul work.
4. Advance Consultations for “Make”
Procedure
The DAC has approved an amendment
mandating consultations to begin
sufficiently in advance of actual
procurement by Service Head Quarters
(SHQs), so that capital acquisition plans
can be translated into national defence
R&D and production plans. In addition,
a high-level Committee has also been
constituted for simplification of “Make”
procedures, with a view to unleash the full
potential of this important category.
5. Simplification of “Buy & Make
(Indian)” Procedure
The DAC has approved an amendment
further simplifying this complex category.
Its procedures have been brought on
par with other categorisations, resulting
in faster processing of cases under this
category.
6. Clear Definition of Indigenous
Content
Increased indigenisation is important for
our Armed Forces, in order that they have
access to reliable supply chains in times of

andhi Automations Pvt. Ltd.
is the only Indian company
in entrance automations to
receive the ISO 9001:2008 certification
in accordance with TUV NORD CERT
procedures. The company chose this
certification body keeping in mind the
reliable auditing procedures that it
practices. It is a matter of pride for India’s
number one entrance automations
and loading bay equipment company
to be receiving this certificate from the
reputed body.
The certification is applicable to
manufacturing, installing and servicing
of Gates, Doors & Rolling Shutters, Dock
Levelers, Dock Shelters, Boom Barriers,
Rolling Shutters, Fire Shutters, Doors
and Gates and Access Control Systems.
It was in 1996-97 that Mr. Samir
Gandhi and Mr. Kartik Gandhi, Company
Directors,
established
‘Gandhi

urgent need. Indigenous content has now
been defined in an unambiguous manner,
providing requisite clarity and a common
understanding.
7. Ensuring faster progress in “Make”
and “Buy & Make (Indian)” cases
The Ministry has a limited number
of acquisition cases under “Make” and
“Buy & Make (Indian)” categories, with
an estimated value of Rs. 1,20,000 crore.
Instructions have been issued for speedier
conclusion of these cases.
8. Defence Items List
Indian defence industry was opened
up in May 2001 for 100% private sector
participation subject to licensing. The
Defence Items List has been finalised
by the Ministry and sent to DIPP for
notification, which will bring required
clarity in the licensing process.
9. Licensing for Dual Use Items
The Ministry has categorically clarified to
DIPP that dual-use items will not require
licensing, thereby bringing added clarity
to the licensing process.

Automations in India. In a span of 16
years, the company rose from scratch
to being number one in the business
it operates in. Today, the company has
direct presence in 23 cities of the country
employing
dedicated
personnel.
Gandhi Automations dreams big and its
personnel strive to realise them through
sheer hard-work and dedication.
Known for its superior products and
extraordinary after sales service, Gandhi
Automations is growing in leaps and
bounds by each passing year. The
company has added one more feather
on its cap by acquiring a 100,000 square
feet of land at Bhiwandi where the work
of factory building is in process. Growth
is the only thing that is consistent in the
company.
Gandhi Automations will now adhere
to ISO standards, thereby ensuring its
clients about the safety and reliability

10. Consultations on Security
Guidelines for Indian Defence
Industry
Draft Security Guidelines that will
apply to all licensed defence industries
have been circulated for consultations
with various stakeholders. It is expected
that a complete security framework for
Indian private industries participating
in defence cases will be in place in the
near future.
11. Resolution of Tax-related Issues
Resolution of deemed exports status
for certain defence projects and
rationalisation of tax and duty structures
impinging on the Indian defence industry
has been taken up by the MoD with the
Ministry of Finance.
12. Funds for MSMEs in the Defence
Sector
The Defence Production Policy 2011
requires the setting-up of a fund
to provide necessary resources for
development of defence equipment. In
order to ensure regular supply of funds
to MSMEs involved in manufacturing of
defence products, SIDBI has decided to
earmark an amount of Rs. 500 crore for

Samir Gandhi
of the products and services offered
to them. No other company in the
entrance automation sector complies
with such high safety standards.
Gandhi Automations has always
believed in improving the efficiency
in its operations, and therefore,
implementing the ISO standards was the
right step in that direction.

providing loans, and further, a fund of Rs.
50 crore for equity support out of “India
Opportunities Fund” managed by its
subsidiary, namely, SIDBI Venture Capital
Ltd.
13.
Efficiency and Transparency in
Defence Procurement
A stipulation to freeze the SQRs before
the “Acceptance of Necessity” (AoN) stage
has been accorded, and the validity of
AoN has also been reduced from two
years to one year. These measures are
expected to expedite the acquisition
process and increase transparency.
14. Enhanced Delegation of Financial
Powers
The financial powers of Service Chiefs/
DG Coast Guard have been enhanced
from Rs. 50 crore to Rs. 150 crore for
capital acquisition cases.
15. Powers to DAC
Approval for all deviations from the
Defence Procurement Procedure will
henceforth be sought from the Defence
Acquisition Council instead of the
Defence Minister.
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U.S. Warship arrives in Singapore
for Southeast Asian stint

T

Alenia Aermacchi
celebrates100th anniversary

A

lenia Aermacchi just turned 100 years old. The sole
aeronautical company in the world to boast over a
century of activity under the same shared brand,
Alenia was incorporated in 1913 by Giulio Macchi as Società
Anonima Nieuport-Macchi. 100 years later, the brand Alenia
Aermacchi oversees the aviation sector of Finmeccanica, Italy’s
main industrial group that ranks in the top ten groups in the
aerospace, defense, and security sectors.
Created on January 1, 2012 from the merger of Alenia
Aeronautica, Alenia Aermacchi and Alenia SIA, today’s Alenia
Aermacchi is the final step of a long integration process launched
in the mid-sixties aimed at streamlining operations to better
compete in the international markets, markets which demanded
solid companies that offered integrated product portfolios.
Today, Alenia Aermacchi has grown its workforce to 12.000
people – a distinct contrast from the 10 workers who built the
first Nieuport-Macchi monoplane in 1913. .With its activities
balanced equally between the military and the civilian sectors, it
is a global major player in the aviation industry.
During its century of activities, the “Alenia’ companies
which progressively merged with under today’s brand have
designed, developed, built, delivered and supported nearly
30,00000 aircraft in both the civilian and military sectors. These
aircraft have been operated by air forces, airlines and private
operators around the world.
Giuseppe Giordo, Alenia Aermacchi’s CEO, commented: “Our
first 100 years mean a century of records, of technological
achievements and of development of an industrial system
which has been generating a significant economic and social
impact in our country. Today Italy boasts one of the few
aviation industries in the world able to offer a last generation
fighter, a tactical transport aircraft whose superiority is
worldwide acknowledged, an outstanding advanced jet
trainer and several industrial collaboration programs ranging
from the modern Boeing 787 up to the A380, the world’s
largest passenger aircraft.”
During the remaining months of 2013, several initiatives
will be promoted to celebrate Alenia Aermacchi’s centenary,
highlighting the role the company has played in the
development of aviation technology and its impact on economy
and society.
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India stands committed to
enhance defence cooperation
with Maldives: Antony

T

he Minister of Defence and National Security of the
Republic of Maldives, Mr. Mohamed Nazim had a one
hour long meeting with the Defence Minister Mr. A K
Antony at South Block recently, followed by a meeting with
the Chairman Chiefs of Staff Committee and CAS and the Vice
Chiefs of Army and Navy and DG, Coast Guard. The Maldivian
Minister was on a four-day official visit to India during which he
visited military establishments in various parts of the country.
During the meeting with Mr. Antony, the Maldivian Minister
was accompanied by the High Commissioner of Maldives
in India and other senior officers of the Maldivian National
Defence Forces. On the Indian side, Defence Secretary,
DGAFMS , the Indian High Commissioner in Male and senior
officers of the Armed Forces and from the Ministry of Defence
and External Affairs were present.

Minister of Defence and National Security of the Republic
of Maldives, Mr. Mohamed Nazim with the Indian Defence
Minister Mr. A K Antony

he U.S. warship designed for coastal operations pulled
into Singapore for its first-ever Southeast Asian stint, part
of American efforts to boost its military presence in a
region fraught with territorial disputes.
The deployment of the USS Freedom, the first of a new class of
littoral combat ships, comes amid festering tensions in the South
China Sea, where Beijing has clashed with some neighbours over
competing territorial claims.
U.S. officials say the warship’s eight-month stint in Southeast
Asia also underscores Washington’s growing strategic focus on
the region.
“The USS Freedom is ‘exhibit A’ to our continued commitment
to security here in Southeast Asia,” U.S. Ambassador to Singapore
David Adelman told reporters onboard the warship. Regional
concerns about China’s escalating military power have prompted
the U.S. to shore up defence ties with old allies and build closer
military relations with new partners, including Vietnam.
The U.S. in 2011 announced plans to deploy up to four littoral
combat ships to Singapore on a rotational basis, meaning the
vessels won’t have a permanent base in the city-state.
A second littoral combat ship could be deployed to Southeast
Asia within the next 20 months, Mr. Adelman said, although the
exact timing hasn’t been decided.
China’s claims to the whole of the South China Sea has put it
at odds with partial but competing claims by members Vietnam,
the Philippines, Malaysia and Brunei. Chinese officials have

repeatedly warned the U.S. not to interfere in the territorial
disputes, which Beijing says should be settled bilaterally
between China and each of the other claimants.
The USS Freedom, which stopped in Manila before arriving in
Singapore, is due to participate in exercises with Southeast Asian
navies in the next eight months, said Commander Timothy Wilke,
the warship’s commanding officer.
The littoral combat ship has been criticized for a perceived lack
of firepower to meet its operational needs. According to media
reports, a senior U.S. Navy commander has called on the Navy
to consider acquiring a more capable warship after the first 24
littoral combat ships are built.

Textron Marine & Land Systems gets new contract

T

extron Marine & Land Systems, an operating unit of
Textron Systems, a Textron Inc. company, announced
today that it has been awarded a $113.4 million firmfixed-price contract from the U.S. Army Contracting Command,
Warren, Mich., to produce an additional 135 Mobile Strike
Force Vehicles (MSFV) for the Afghan National Army (ANA). The
vehicles are being contracted through the U.S. Army Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) process.
Work will be performed at Textron Marine & Land Systems’
facilities in the New Orleans area, with vehicle deliveries
scheduled through February 2014. Three armored vehicle
variants are being produced: MSFV with enclosed turret; MSFV
with Objective Gunner’s Protection Kit; and an MSFV ambulance.
TM&LS was awarded a contract for Mobile Strike Force Vehicle
full-rate production in May 2011. Since then, the company has
been fulfilling contract orders for a total of 499 vehicles. More
than 300 of these vehicles have been delivered, and are either
in operations with ANA kandaks (battalions) or being fielded as
part of a comprehensive in-country vehicle logistics support and
operator training programme.
“Several kandaks are fully trained and beginning to stand up
Afghanistan’s quick reaction force capability,” explained Tom
Walmsley, TM&LS senior vice president and general manager.
“These vehicles deliver a combination of lethality, survivability,
mobility and sustainability crucial to the Army’s ability to effectively

respond to security threats and maintain the peace.”
Part of the TM&LS COMMANDO Select line of armored vehicles,
the MSFV is derived from the combat-proven M1117 Armored
Security Vehicle (ASV). All MSFVs are configured with Enhanced
Survivability (ES) capability, which increases blast protection
to mine-resistant, ambush-protected (MRAP) levels. The ESequipped vehicles continue to possess the ASV’s original,
all-important V-shaped hull design, in addition to innovative
protection design features that enable them to meet MRAP blast
protection standards.
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Infotech receives “Supplier
of the Year” from Boeing for
second time

I

nfotech
Enterprises
has
been
recognised as Supplier of the Year
in the international category by The
Boeing Company. Infotech was one of 16
companies and lone university honoured
for distinguished performance in working
with Boeing.
In January 2013, Infotech was notified that
it was one of 594 companies to receive the
Boeing Performance Excellence Award for
the third consecutive year. Achieving the
Supplier of the Year recognition further
acknowledges superior performance and
labels this class of winners as the best of the
best.
“In
today’s
challenging
business
environment, an agile supply chain that
continuously delivers excellent performance
is critical,” said Jack House, vice president of
Supplier Management for Boeing Defense,
Space & Security and leader of Boeing’s
companywide Supplier Management
program. “The suppliers receiving Supplier
of the Year awards have demonstrated
outstanding commitment to providing our
customers with the best-value, highestquality products and services, while
meeting the customers’ requirements and
anticipating their needs for the future.”
This year’s winners represent an elite
group among more than 11,000 active
Boeing suppliers from nearly 52 countries
around the world. This selection was based
on stringent performance criteria for quality,
delivery performance, cost, environmental
initiatives, customer service and technical
expertise. This is the second time in three
years that Infotech has received the
Supplier of the Year award from The Boeing
28
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Company.
Infotech Enterprises partners with Boeing
in providing specialised engineering
and design automation solutions across
commercial and defence programmes
including the 747-8 (freighter and
passenger), 787-9, 767, 747, F-18, A-10,CH-47
and F-15. Infotech provides a broad range
of engineering services and solutions
along with project management expertise
to Boeing primarily in the areas of
aerostructures, durability and damage
tolerance, design data conversion for legacy
programs, reliability and software services.
Infotech also provides manufacturing
engineering and ship-side support for the
787 programme. Today, Infotech Enterprises
is the largest extended engineering arm
for several global aerospace OEMs, offering
end-to-end services for complex global
engineering challenges.
“We are delighted to receive this
honour from Boeing which highlights our
organisation-wide commitment toward
customer satisfaction. Our goal is to create
trusted partnerships with our customers
in order to help them to drive value in
their organisations through continuous
improvement in areas of quality and
productivity across the product life cycle”,
said BVR Mohan Reddy, Founder and
Chairman, Infotech Enterprises.

Next ILA to take place
in spring again

N

ext year’s ILA Berlin Air Show
will once again be taking
place at the usual time of
year, in spring. From 20 to 25 May 2014
the Berlin Air Show will be showcasing
cutting-edge aerospace technology
from all parts of the aerospace
industry. The first three days of the ILA
(20 to 25 May) are reserved exclusively
for trade visitors. On the weekend the
show will be open to the public (23 to
25 May). Among the highlights will be a
flying display programme over several
hours featuring aircraft of all types and
sizes from all eras.
The venue is Berlin Expo Center
Airport, which was inaugurated at ILA
2012. Located directly adjacent to BER,
the capital’s future new airport, it is
connected by taxiways to BER’s new
south runway. ILA 2014 will feature halls
and chalets covering around 50,000
square metres, an outdoor display area
for aerospace industry exhibits occupying
100,000 square metres as well as an
area covering 100,000 square metres for
spectators and transportation.
With individual aerospace sections
concentrated in small areas at the
ILA visitors need cover only short
distances. Sections include Commercial
Aviation, Space Flight, Defence and
Security, including the UAS Plaza
featuring unmanned Aircraft Systems,
Equipment, Engines and Materials,
alongside the International Suppliers
Center ISC (20 to 22 May), Helicopters
and the ILA Career Center (23 to
24 May). Also taking place will be
a comprehensive programme of
conferences with numerous leading
events representing almost every
sector of the aerospace industry.
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ATR 72-600 TMPA:
the new generation
maritime patrol asset
for the Turkish Navy

A

FAA approves Sikorsky’s new latform
Approach System for S-92® Helicopters

F

eature Offers Enhanced Safety
Through Reduced Pilot Workload
Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) has approved a new functionality
on the S-92® helicopter of Sikorsky
Aircraft Corporation, to provide offshore
oil operators with an automated
approach
that
reduces
cockpit
workload by 60 percent and allows safer
operations under challenging weather
and operating conditions. Sikorsky, a
subsidiary of United Technologies Corp.
developed the new safety feature in
close collaboration with PHI, Inc., an
important Sikorsky customer that is
operating S-92 and S-76® helicopters
in the Gulf of Mexico, providing
transportation to offshore oil workers to
the platforms there.
“Rig Approach” will be available as
an option on the S-92 helicopters,
providing a fully coupled and automated
approach capability with a higher safety
margin than currently is available with
any other offshore approach procedure.
The feature can be retrofitted to aircraft
already operating.
“Our new Rig Approach feature takes
the guesswork out of the equation when
a pilot is flying out to an oil platform.
It provides a ‘hands off’ approach that
increases the safety of the aircraft
tremendously. Sikorsky continues to
hold safety as its highest priority, and we
are excited to bring Rig Approach to our
customers,” said Dan Hunter, Sikorsky’s
Commercial Programs Director.
FAA officials flew in February for the
certification review. That flight was
the culmination of several years of
development which began in 2007
when a pilot from PHI Inc. approached
a Sikorsky pilot about collaborating to
develop a safer method of approaching
30
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oil platforms and rigs.
Sikorsky conducted the bulk of its
certification flight testing in 2011 and
followed that with a year of working
with the FAA to provide a path for
certification.
“Automated rig approach had never
been done before so the FAA had no
basis on which to compare it,” said Ron
Doeppner, Sikorsky’s Project Pilot. “We
couldn’t go to the FAA regulators and
say we’re certifying this according to
existing data. We’re writing the book on
it, working with the operator (PHI) and
the FAA.”
“The “Rig Approach” system is one
of the most intuitive and innovative
systems I have ever flown,” said
Paul Perkins, Chief Pilot for PHI. “We
flew more than 19,000 hours of IFR
(Instrument Flight Rules) Operations last
year and will increase that number in
2013. The multi-mission S-92 helicopter
incorporates numerous safety features,
including a flaw-tolerant design. In
February, the global fleet achieved the
half-million flight-hour milestone. Off
shore oil operators fly the aircraft for an
average of 90 – 110 hours per month in
often challenging environments. The
S-92 helicopter also performs Head
of State missions, search and rescue
(SAR) operations as well as a variety
of transportation missions for utility
and airline passengers. Since entering
service in September 2004, the S-92 fleet
has grown to 170 aircraft and logged
more than 530,000 flight hours to date.
This summer, Sikorsky will formally
offer the S-92 platform to the U.S.
Government, which is seeking to replace
the “Marine One” helicopter fleet that
transports the President of the United
States.

lenia Aermacchi has signed an
agreement with Savunma Sanayii
Müsteşarlığı (SSM), the Turkish
Under secretariat for Defence Industries
to deliver two ATR 72-600 TMUA (Turkish
Maritime Utility Aircraft) and six ATR
72-600 TMPA (Turkish Maritime Patrol
Aircraft)to the Turkish Navy. The contract
calls for strong industrial collaboration
between Alenia Aermacchi and Turkish
Aerospace Industry (TAI) for the duration
of the project.
The agreement is an amendment to a
previous deal between Alenia and the
Turkish government for the delivery of 10
ATR 72-500ASW to the Turkish Navy.
The most important change into the
contract amendment is the adoption of the
new -600 version of the ATR 72, the best in
class of regional Turboprop. The original
contract was based on the now out of
production ATR 72-500.The Turkish Navy
will obtain the last generation ATR72-600
equipped with a glass cockpit as well as
more powerful engines that guarantee best
performance and supportability for the next
30 years.
The six ATR 72-600TMPA are designed as
multi-role assets to satisfy the Turkish Navy
maritime patrol requirement. The aircraft,
named Meltem 3 in Turkey, will see the
integration of the Thales AMASCOS mission
system and will include new functionalities
such as AIS, Link 16 and the last generation
weapon systems, like the Mk 54 Light Weight
Torpedo.
The AMASCOS (Airborne Maritime
Situation & Control System) mission system
relies on multiple sensors to detect, identify
and track threats, maintain real-time tactical
situation awareness, manage NATO and
national tactical data links and deploy
onboard weapon systems.
While Alenia Aermacchi is responsible
for the design and development of the
transformation of the basic platform and
for the mission system’s installation and
integration with the on-board systems of
the basic aircraft, Thales will act as lead
systems integrator for the ATR 72-600’s
new avionics suitewhich offers improved
performance in terms of reduced weight
and electrical power consumption as well
as higher reliability and better long-term
serviceability.

Major General (Sea) Mohammad Bin Nasser Al-Mohanadi, Commander, Qatar Emiri Naval Forces visiting DIMDEX 2012

Significant growth expected for the 4th Doha International
Maritime Defence Exhibition 2014 (DIMDEX)

H

eld under the patronage of His
Highness, Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad bin Khalifa Al-Thani,
Crown Prince of Qatar, with the official
support of the Qatar Armed Forces
and hosted by the Qatar Emiri Naval
Forces along with a strong commitment
from neighboring countries naval
defense forces, DIMDEX 2014 is the
definitive exhibition for the industry to
take advantage of current and future
procurement opportunities for all naval
requirements across the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA) region.
DIMDEX, now firmly established as the
Middle East and North Africa’s leading
maritime and naval defence exhibition and
conference, is set to be the largest event for
maritime defence and protection of critical
off shore infrastructure. It will be held at the
Qatar National Convention Centre between
the 25 and 27 March 2014.

Brig. Dr. (Eng) Thani A. Al-Kuwari
Assistant Chief of Staff for Financial
Affairs, Chairman of DIMDEX said
“Defence and security is one of the
largest industry sectors in the world
economy. The definition of international
security has expanded to include more
issues and actors in today’s world than
ever encountered in our global history.
Effectively confronting the threats of the
21st century requires careful engagement
with this extended constituency and
a new kind of integrated strategic
thinking. Qatar is bringing together the
world’s leading Commanders, industry
leaders, key decision-makers, thinkers,
academics, experts and buyers to
exchange experiences expand networks
and develop future strategies for the
maritime industry. DIMDEX creates a
critical platform for companies to present
the latest technological developments to

meet the 21st century maritime security
challenges”.
DIMDEX 2014 will build on previous
editions and is expected to see significant
growth with over 200 exhibiting
companies and an increase on the 79
delegations from 54 countries and over
9000 trade visitors received in 2012.
Qatar is strengthening its position
as a flagship destination for meetings,
incentives, conferences and exhibitions,
with an ambitious vision in the expansion
of International cooperation. Hosting
DIMDEX has placed Qatar as the meeting
venue for the maritime defence sector in
the region as well as around the world.
Brand new for 2014 is the outside display
area at the Qatar National Convention
Centre, featuring rotary wing aircraft and
unmanned systems, set to be an exciting
new addition to the region’s leading naval
defence exhibition.
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DESI 2013: The international
window for UK supply chains

I

Chairman COSC & Chief of Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal NAK Browne, Chief of Army Staff, Gen Bikram Singh, Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral
DK Joshi recieving Defence Minister Mr. A K Antony and Minister of State for Defence Mr.Jitendra Singh.

Every possible step will be taken
to safeguard our interests: Antony

T

he Government is committed to
the modernisation of the armed
forces and to ensure the all round
welfare of the troops, Defence Minister
Mr. A K Antony said.
Despite financial constrains, funds
will never be an issue when it comes to
national security. “However the onus
lies collectively on all of us to make the
optimum use of the financial resources
with all the honesty, transparency and
fairness”, he said.
Addressing the Unified Commanders’
Conference recently, Mr. Antony, however,
emphasised that the country remains
united in its commitment to take every
possible step to safeguard our interests
in border issues with neighbouring
countries. Mr. Antony said our bilateral
relations with China are, at times,
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bedeviled by border issues, particularly
along the Line of Actual Control (LAC).
The recent developments are no
exception. Among the various initiatives
to safeguard our border, the thrust has
been on development of our border roads
and Advance Landing Grounds.
Referring to the security situation in
Pakistan, Mr. Antony said the capability
of Pakistani Taliban to strike at will at
innocent public and strategic targets is
worrisome. He said the growing nuclear
stock of Pakistan needs to be factored in
our overall strategy towards our western
neighbour.
Dwelling at length on the recent
changes in DPP to encourage the
indigenous defence industry, Mr. Antony
said the objective is to bring about greater
efficiency in the procurement process and

to strengthen the defence manufacturing
base in the country.
He expressed confidence that the
changes brought about in the DPP will
lead to greater integrity and transparency
in the procurement process. “We should
not give any chance to any agency to
point fingers at our defence procurement
process and acquisitions”, he said.
The Defence Minister said the
contemporary concept of security
encompasses not merely military threats,
but also cyber attacks, insurgencies,
organised
trans-border
crimes,
pandemics and contingencies of natural
disasters.
Such an environment of
security necessitates need for constant
monitoring and building up capacities
to enable multi-level, multi-agency
responses, he said.

n the face of global economic recession, DSEI 2013 represents a timely opportunity
for UK Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) to tap into both national
and international export markets. With more than 30,000 visitors from over 120
countries expected to attend, DSEI 2013 provides the platform for UK SMEs to network
with international delegations and visitors.
The UK MoD recognises the contribution of SMEs as direct suppliers and as participants
in the defence supply chain and in March 2013, the MoD published its action plan
(2013/14), describing the work being done to support and encourage SMEs; it also set
targets for increasing MoD’s direct and indirect spend with SMEs by the end of 2014/15.
The white paper on ‘National security through technology: technology, equipment,
and support for UK defence and security’ took into account responses received from
the consultation green paper that was published in December 2010. The consultation
process identified the potential for improvements in three main areas: changes to
government processes, particularly within MoD; the way MoD manages its direct
relationships with SMEs; and SMEs’ relationships with prime contractors.
At DSEI 2013, six themed zones will make it easier for visitors to meet UK SMEs and
view their associated products either in a static display or in a realistic demonstration
setting. The new structure, in conjunction with an enhanced seminar programme, has
engendered a significant increase in the number of exhibitors attending the event. Focus
areas include, but are not limited to: the Air Display Area; Land Capability Showcase;
Medical Zone; Naval Zone, to include Waterborne Demonstrations; and the Unmanned
Systems Showcase. Making its first appearance at DSEI 2013, CTruk is a relatively new
SME which has rapidly established itself as the market leader for the provision of
twin-hulled, composite vessels for the offshore wind sector. Currently, it is building a
lightweight and fuel-efficient 11m fast-reaction and interceptor catamaran (Twin Hulled
Offshore Raider) with enhanced performance for defence/maritime security/coastguard
and similar missions. A demonstrator will be exhibited at DSEI as part of the Waterborne
Demonstrations, which will again be a key feature at this year’s event.
There will be an expanded marina and in-depth scenarios, covering current and future
threats to maritime security and warfare. This will provide exhibitors, such as CTruk, with
a unique opportunity to demonstrate their related products and services in a realistic
environment in front of international delegations and visitors.

Diehl receives the Swedish
Air Defence contract

T

he Swedish Defence Material Administration signed a contract with Diehl Defence
to deliver IRIS-T SLS surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems for the country´s armed
forces.
The new units comprising the IRIS-T missile, missile launching station and fire control
system are to improve the national air defence by protection against air attacks from a
large variety of threats including missiles, helicopters and aircraft. Following deployment,
the mobile system allows fully automatic operation 24 hours a day. The Swedish Army
will operate the SAM fire units, together with a new Command and Control System as
well as modernized sensors from Saab.
IRIS-T SLS employs the standard IRIS-T air-to-air missile and is the short-range
complement to the medium-range IRIS-T SLM ground-based air defence system of Diehl
Defence. With the IRIS-T SLS/SLM ground-based air defence systems, Diehl is setting new
standards in open system design architectures providing maximum flexibility for new
weapon systems as well as for the modernization/upgrade of legacy equipment. IRIS-T
SLM is based on the SAM system development in Germany for national air defence.
Delivery of the first IRIS-T SLS systems is scheduled to commence in 2016. As partner of
the European missile program, Sweden has already introduced the IRIS-T air-to-air missile
for its Gripen fighter aircraft.

Cassidian appoints
Ralf Kannefass as
Head of Programmes

C

assidian has appointed Mr. Ralf
Kannefass (45) as new Head of
Programmes and has been named
as a member of Cassidian’s Executive
Committee. The appointment will come into
effect as of 1 June.
Bernhard Gerwert, CEO of Cassidian,
stated: “I’m pleased to welcome Ralf
Kannefass to Cassidian. He possesses
international expertise in large programmes
management, in complex branches such as
energy and transportation. I’m convinced
that Cassidian will benefit from Ralf
Kannefass’ extensive know-how.”
Previous to his appointment at Cassidian,
Kannefass served as the Head of the Turbo
Equipment business segment within the Oil
and Gas Division of Siemens Energy.
Kannefass holds a degree in Aeronautics
and Mechanical Engineering. He started his
career at the Siemens Transportation Group
in the Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) and
Strategic Marketing department. Later
on he moved to programme, sales and
general management assignments within
the energy sector of Siemens, including
international positions in the U.S. In the
course of this career Kannefass has become
an experienced manager in turn-key
projects in international environments.
The Programmes organisation within
Cassidian ensures the profitability of all
the company’s projects world-wide and
their delivery in accordance with time, cost
and quality requirements. It comprises
the Business Lines Combat Air Systems,
Air Services, Mission Systems, Sensors and
Electronic Warfare, Integrated Systems and
Test & Services.
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ELBIT’s

Backlog of orders grows to $5.8
billion; Revenues at $680 million

E

lbit Systems Ltd., the Israel
defense company, reported its
consolidated financial results for
the first quarter ended March 31, 2013.
The Company is providing its usual
US-GAAP results as well as additional
non-GAAP financial data, which are
intended to provide investors with a more
comprehensive understanding of the
Company’s business results and trends.
Revenues in the first quarter of 2013
were $680.2 million, as compared to
$690.8 million in the first quarter of
2012. The leading contributors to the
Company’s revenues were the airborne
systems and C4ISR systems areas of
operations. The decrease in the land
systems area of operations was mainly
due to decline in revenues of fire control
and life support systems in North America
and Asia Pacific.
Gross profit amounted to $192.7 million
(28.3% of revenues) in the first quarter

of 2013, as compared with gross profit
of $195.8 million (28.3% of revenues) in
the first quarter of 2012. The non-GAAP
gross profit in the first quarter of 2013
was $198.3 million (29.2% of revenues),
compared to $200.9 million (29.1% of
revenues) in the first quarter of 2012.
Research and development expenses,
net were $51.0 million (7.5% of revenues)
in the first quarter of 2013, as compared to
$58.8 million (8.5% of revenues) in the first
quarter of 2012.
Equity in net earnings of affiliated
companies and partnerships was $1.7
million (0.2% of revenues) in the first
quarter of 2013, as compared to $4.0
million (0.6% of revenues) in the first
quarter of 2012. The equity in net earnings
of affiliated companies and partnerships
in the first quarter of 2012 included
approximately $1.6 million in capital
gain related to the sale of the Company’s
interest in an affiliated entity.

Net income attributable to noncontrolling interests was $1.1 million in
the first quarter of 2013, as compared to
net expense of $0.8 million in the first
quarter of 2012. The Company’s backlog
of orders was $5,777 million as of March
31, 2013, as compared with $5,683 million
as of December 31, 2012. Approximately
77% of the backlog relates to orders
outside of Israel. Approximately 63% of
the Company’s backlog as of March 31,
2013, is scheduled to be performed during
the upcoming three quarters of 2013 and
during 2014.

CAE completes technology refresh and
update on Navy’s first MH-60S OFT

Maritime University
on the anvil in Kerala

AE USA announced that the United States Navy has declared an updated MH60S “Sierra” operational flight trainer (OFT) as ready-for-training at Naval Air
Station (NAS) North Island near San Diego, California.
This MH-60S OFT, originally manufactured by Lockheed Martin, was completely
upgraded by CAE to add new technologies and ensure concurrency with other MH-60S
training devices as well as the operational MH-60S helicopters.
“We were able to complete this major technology refresh on the original MH-60S
operational flight trainer on-schedule while working closely with the Navy to ensure
minimal training downtime,” said John Lenyo, President and General Manager, CAE
USA. “CAE is very proud of the partnership we have established with the Navy on both
the MH-60S and MH-60R training programmes, and will continue to leverage our
experience and world-class simulation technologies to help the Navy lower risk, reduce
costs and most importantly, prepare helicopter aircrews for mission success.”
The technology refresh and updates to the fixed-based MH-60S OFT included the
addition of motion seats, upgraded image generator visual system, and a new Barco
CD2260 visual display system. CAE also performed significant engineering updates to
re-architect the hardware and software computing designs to bring this MH-60S OFT
to a common architecture with the Navy’s suite of CAE-built MH-60S training devices.
CAE is currently the prime contractor responsible for the design and manufacture of MH60S OFTs and weapons tactics trainers (WTTs), as well as MH-60R tactical operational flight
trainers (TOFTs), for the U.S. Navy. CAE began work on the MH-60S training program in June
2004. At that time, CAE won a competitive procurement to design and manufacture MH-60S
OFTs and WTTs. Prior to CAE’s involvement on the MH-60S training programme, the Navy
had already procured two MH-60S OFTs, including the first MH-60S OFT that CAE has now
updated. Since June 2004, CAE has designed and manufactured seven additional MH-60S
OFTs as well as five MH-60S WTTs for the U.S. Navy.

erala Chief Minister Mr. Oommen
Chandy has said that the
State Government has begun
preliminary procedures to set up a
Maritime university in the state. He was
speaking after laying the foundation
stone for the Maritime Institute at
Neendakara near Kollam. Ports Minister
Mr. K Babu has been directed to identify
about 60 acres of land for setting up the
university.
The Chief Minister said that water
transport is one sector which could create
a good number of job opportunities for
Kerala. Currently, the country is utilising
only seven per cent of the potential for
coastal and water transport.
The construction of the Kodungalloor
campus of the Maritime Institute will
also be completed along with that at
Neendakara. The headquarters of the
institute will be at Neendakara. On the
State Maritime Board, he said that the
State Government is awaiting the nod
from the Central Government to set up
the Board.
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320,000,000 MILES, 380,000 SIMULATIONS
AND ZERO TEST FLIGHTS LATER.

THAT’S MODEL-BASED DESIGN.

After simulating the final descent
of the Mars Rovers under thousands
of atmospheric disturbances, the
engineering team developed and
verified a fully redundant retro
firing system to ensure a safe
touchdown. The result—two
successful autonomous landings
that went exactly as simulated.
To learn more, go to
www.mathworks.in/mbd
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